While it is possible that sport-fuck did not originate with the series itself, its use there may contribute to its spread and may increase its popularity.
Certainly its origin is uncertain. None of my colleagues or acquaintances had encountered the term before. On the other hand, Connie Eble reports (in a letter to R. Butters, 15 May 1991) that, when she inquired about the term from her students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, she found that no one acknowledged knowing the term at first, but that one of her students later reported that she had asked about it at work.... One of her managers-a 37-year-old malethought it amazing that she didn't know the term. He said he had been hearing it since he was 15 years old-he's from Chapel Hill. Someone else told her that it was in use by fraternity members locally . . . [with the meaning] 'sex with a female whom you don't know and don't ever care to know'. The female would never be introduced to anyone, not even another fraternity member.
The lack of recognition of the term in one area of the country and its apparent recognition in another may well point to sport-fuck's being either a stunt word or perhaps even a slang term in the making.
Whether they created or simply used an already existing term, Greenstein and Strauss's sport-fuck seems an extremely appropriate term using a form which has long compounded in English. As Urdang notes The semantic aspect <+ activity>, first of all, is clear in the primary definition of sport(s) (either as noun or attributive adjective) given by such contemporary dictionaries as W3, which defines the noun sport as 'something that is a source of pleasant diversion: a pleasing or amusing pastime or activity'; similarly, the adjectival sport(s) denotes 'of, relating to, or suitable for sports and esp. outdoor sports: adapted to use in connection with sports'. Since both sport(s) and fuck share <+ activity> as a feature, the prefixed element serves both to intensify the "pastime" in keeping with the uncontrolled lust which triggers Martin and Nina's involvement and to underscore its "pleasing" and "amusing" aspects. The idea of a sport as 'pleasing or amusing pastime or activity' leads quite naturally to the <-serious> implications of the compound. Again, W3's second meaning for sport clearly includes this semantic component: 'something light, playful, or frivolous and lacking in serious intent or spirit'. Added to -fuck, then, sport-lends just the element of unconcern that Tupper is so concerned about. Termed a sport-fuck, Martin and Nina's intercourse can only be viewed as a fun event without ties, pleasing without being binding. Finally, that fuck is semantically <+ sexual> requires no comment, but it is interesting to note in this regard that sport again augments the compound by recalling its once common, but now obsolete, denotation of 'sexual dalliance: amorous play'.
The second, especially apt term (or more properly a growing set of terms) involves the expansion of the meaning of cinematographic to stuntalready a TERM OF ART adopted to describe some aspect of an aesthetic/ creative process-to pornographic contexts. As a result, terms like stunt, to stunt, stunting, and stuntman have developed parallel meanings that are contextually (and in this case sexually) dependent. As ordinary filmjargon, the meaning of stunt, to stunt, stunting, and stuntman develops from the concept of stunt as 'any (daring) feat' (DSUE 1984) and becomes a movie term that designates an athletic or otherwise difficult act that is usually performed by an athlete or otherwise specialized person who substitutes for the actor involved in the scene. As both gay and straight pornographic jargon, stunt, to stunt, stunting, and stuntman (and such new compound forms as stunt cock and stunt dick) add sexual prowess among the list of daring and/or athletic acts by allowing the context to redefine the term: stunt becomes 'a feat in which one substitutes sexually for another'; to stunt, 'to substitute sexually for another'; and so forth, as the usual extending of a neologism to new grammatical contexts co-occurs with the equally usual substituting of synonyms in compound forms. In short, stunt as substantive, verb, or modifier has come to mean the replacement of a movie star by someone else better trained and/or better equipped to perform a scene, so that a stunt dick becomes 'the filmed penis that substitutes for the star's penis in a pornographic scene'.
In In this response are uses of stunt as a conjugated verb (he) stunts 'to substitute one's sexual organ for another's', as a participial noun stunting 'the act of substitution', and as a compounded noun modifier in stuntman and stunt dicking, the former using stunt in its normal cinematographic sense albeit within a sexual context, the latter making the act of stunting more explicitly the substitution of the stuntman's penis for the stars during copulation or ejaculation scenes.
Finally, in a recent review of Jeff Stryker's On the Rocks (1990; produced and directed by John Trennel and Steven Saunders for Stryker Produc-tions), Dave Kinnick continues the use of stunt 'to substitute one's sexual organ for another's' when he notes, "The third and very tired scene involves Jeff's younger brother, Rick, rolling around on a bed with Nick Romano. In this scene, all the fucking is badly stunted" ('Video Reviews," Advocate Men, June 1991, 91). The use of stunt in its various compounded and uncompounded forms over a period of four years is a fairly good indication that this particular term of art is becoming part of the standard language of gay pornographic film and will survive, at least in that context, for some time to come.
